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About This Game

Rewrite history as you take control of the brutal Vikings, the devious Aztecs or the crafty Chinese in their global quest to win
the favour of the Gods!

Swords & Soldiers is a side-scrolling strategy game that lets you control an entire army and lets you wield devastating magical
abilities. Demolish your enemy’s castle at the end of these two-dimensional battlefields and lead your troops to victory!

Featuring:

Hours of single-player campaign gameplay.

Challenging skirmishes and frantic multiplayer matches that let you take the fight to your friends!

Several compelling challenge modes to unlock that will test your abilities to their limits in a bid for that one glorious
high score!
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Really fantastic train! Love it 100%. Many, many extra features not normally modeled. The interior of the cab looks ancient,
you can just about smell the grease and mustiness from decades of hard use. Will be looking for Armstrong Powerhouse content
from now on. Just look at the features list in the manual, one of the best trains so far. Really, the looks and physics modeling are
very close to the level of TSW, fantastic!. This game has a huge potential, the mechanics and ideas behind it are really fun.
Sadly right now the game is unstable and when I was playing with a friend, we encountered a couple of bugs. But the ideas
behind it are really unique! They give a renew to the RPG style!. I'v found alot wrong with this game, but it is early access. so
im not gonna refund. This game can be really good.. Couldn't get into it. Over an hour in; no real story, no gameplay, bad/boring
environments, and most importantly not a shred of horror.. Great game, Incredibly intense gunfights and leaves you checking
every last corner.

My only complaint is the AI: Yes, for such an old game, its amazing, but gunfights often last seconds due to your AI
Squadmates rushing and headshotting the shooter.. The game is essentially the same fight with the same ctrl+c/ctrl+v enemy
over and over and over again. If only that fight were done well. But no, it's just "press button to whittle down a bit of enemy's
health and put him on the ground, wait until he gets up, repeat until he's dead". There are boss fights but they're more of the
same, with just two twists: the sprite is bigger and the boss attacks what's near him when he gets up. That's it. There's very, very
little of actual "game" here, just a tiny bit of gameplay (that would already feel like filler) artificially stretched into something
that makes the short time needed to complete the game feel unbearably long.. Has enough achievements to last an entire year if
your goal is to get an achievement a day. 10/10. Lots of MST3K jokes and solid platforming. Very funny. Claw boss is pretty
tough.. It looks nice, and runs well enough, kinda like Starcraft 1.

However gameplay-wise it's a pain due to horrible path-finding (cars will happily run into trees) and the unpredictability of how
a car will move and where the map will allow it to move. That is compounded by the cars tending to want to approach enemies
on their own, resulting in one of them deciding to ram a fence when you tell it to drive down a road. Lastly, moving groups is a
pain because they always try and keep the same distances as when they started moving, and there doesn't seem to be a way to tell
them to move closer together.

The nail in the coffin however is that the writing is utterly atrocious.. Bought this based on gameplay videos of early levels and
the fantastic trailer, I absolutely regret my purchase. Do not buy this game.

Good art style. Funny.

Controls are good enough; they feel awkward at points. Clicking doesn't seem to always register as it should. Apparently it is a
mobile port which would explain that.

Unit balance is terrible; as not. At. all. It completely ruined my experience. For an example, ranged units that stun melee until
they are at half health and then can move away (coupled with requiring to 'take' enemy terrain before you can chase) means
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melee units are useless. As a bonus, there are many maps where you only get melee units. <sarcasm> So much fun </sarcasm>
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A fun gore fest that puts you in the shoes of a vengeful grandfather taking on the mob. A difficult game for sure but highly
addictive.

Plus it’s free so if you have an hour to spare give it a go.. this poker stuff is a truth or dare game in reality it is the psycholical
man made game and this will make or break you playing fake poker will teach to be a beast master also puts hair on your chest
so to speak. Solid Dungeon Crawler. Obviously a garage made product, but solid.
Levelup is disappointing.
Legend of Grimrock still is better.
9,99 Euros is too much.
Mixed feelings how to rate the product but giving thumbs up to encourage devs.. Amazing game except the fact that you literally
could make a family, have kids, die of old age every \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING TIME the aliens make a MOVE.
Just give me the option to skip the cutscenes dammit.. Beautiful music.
Why does the release date say "Dec 31, 2021"?. Nice addition to the OST with 1 hour of tracks. Most of it are unused or trailer
themes but DLC tracks as well. I quite like it.. The second in the series of three Homefront: The Revolution 'mini-stories',
Aftermath provides a fitting resolution to the dropped plotpoint of Walker's capture, where you, Ethan Brady (Now with good
voice acting!), carry out a daring rescue of Walker. I was, however, disappointed with the lack of new characters, the incredible
climax more than made up for it (As well as getting Cookie out of the subway for once!). While quite a bit longer than 'The
Voice of Freedom', Aftermath provides a similarly satisfying experience that is superior to the original story.

86\/100. Pray To Our Honored And Brave Warriors At Cluj-Napoca, Our Lost Ones That Being Forgoten; Jönköping, Cologne,
Katowice..
If U Love Our Brave Teen Wariors That Are Helping With Extermination Of Terrorists And Terrorists Helping With
Extermination Of Couropted Cops, Than Please Watch This Video So U Can Light A Candle In Their Names #hope #help
#tyguys. I have been playing this game since it came out and it´s been great, now that it´s on steam even better.
It still needs some features to be optimized, but it still a great game
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